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Introduction to our Video Channel (Transcript) 
by Wes Penre and Ariel Glad, June 7, 2018 

 

Welcome to our video channel! I am Wes Penre, and those who know 
about me probably do so from having visited my two websites, Illuminati-

news.com and Wespenre.com. 

*** 

Between 2010 and 2015, I wrote the Wes Penre Papers that can be found 

at Wespenre.com. This series of papers brought up an extended 
hypothesis about what is going on behind the scenes in this third 

dimensional reality, and moreover, they connected it to an alien invader 
force, who took over this solar system a long time ago, and who since 

then has controlled us from a different dimension. Most of what was 

uncovered in these papers was mainly for the purpose of bringing a 
deeper understanding about the difficult situation we humans are in and 

how to exit this Matrix once we are ready for it. 

*** 

Sometime after I completed the papers, I met Ariel Glad, who has studied 

my work and researched these subjects on her own. We quickly noticed 
that when we get together, we have the ability to become catalysts for 

each other, and we rise to new levels of understanding. Therefore, she 

and I have now become a very powerful team.  

*** 

As Ariel and I came to new insights, we decided we want to share what 
we have pieced together, and instead of doing it on a website, we 

concluded that it’s better to do it where most people spend their time 
these days—on YouTube. Consequently, we are now going to release a 

long series of videos on many different subjects we find relevant to 

humanity’s expansion as spiritual beings. When this video is released, we 

have already posted 15 videos.  

*** 

In this video series, we want to bring down the cosmic drama, where we 

humans are stuck in the middle, and concentrate on us as human beings 
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and how we can improve and break the chains that are holding us here in 
a reality that is far from optimal, where every aspect of our lives has 

been twisted and manipulated. There are so many people who want to 
help to resolve this seemingly hopeless situation, but they don’t know 

how. Ariel and I hope we can assist on this matter.  

*** 

Most people look at the situation from an external view; after having 

educated themselves, they can see that we are being manipulated by 
extraterrestrial beings, who dwell in the shadows, and this is an insight 

we all need to come to. However, the solution to this problem is 

ultimately not external—it is internal. In order for us to raise above the 
frequency prison in which we’re trapped, we need to look inside and heal 

the wounds that have accumulated over the eons—both on a collective 
and an individual level. We can’t fight this externally—it’s doomed to fail. 

The only way to break free is to do the inner work on an individual basis 

and thus influence others to do the same.  

*** 

In our videos, we will also spend a lot of time on relationships—both love 
relationships and relationships between people in general. It’s so 

important! The more traumatized we become, the more we tend to 

separate ourselves from others, and we need to reverse this trend. We 
need each other to sort things out. Again, this is done by doing inner 

work—alone and together. 

*** 

Ariel and I have concluded that when all the above is understood, and we 

really grasp what it is that is +holding us trapped here as individuals and 
as a collective human species, healing and real spiritual growth can take 

place. It is our conclusion that without these insights, spiritual growth can 
only happen up to a certain point. We want to help people break that 

barrier—something Ariel and I are personally and successfully working 

on. The results will be evident. These videos continue where the Wes 
Penre Papers ended and become a natural next step on a tough but very 

rewarding spiritual journey.  

*** 

We hope you will stay with us and hear us out to discover whether our 
journey to some degree knit together with your own. We would like you 
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to use your own discernment to connect your own dots, and perhaps our 

information can be to some help in doing so. 

*** 

We hope to find you on our YouTube channel! 


